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Introduction
to Networking and Unified
Communications

CHAPTER 1:
Increasing Functions vs. Reducing Costs
Network Solutions Trends
Unified Communications Trends

Businesses are constantly seeking to increase and improve
operational capabilities while decreasing costs. And as network
infrastructure continues to grow into an integral part of any
organization’s operations, the network now plays a profound role
in this equation.
Many organizations cannot operate without a robust, resilient
and responsive network. Great care must be given to designing,
implementing and operating a network. In order to develop
viable network solutions, one must consider a variety of factors
and challenges.

Increasing Functions
vs. Reducing Costs
IT managers have a difficult task in attempting to offer robust
services and applications while reducing operational costs.
Applications continue to become more complex, and the
applications’ reliance on a resilient network continues to become
even more pronounced. Software manufacturers increasingly
create applications that utilize the resilient nature of IP and assume
a high level of service availability for those applications.
IT infrastructures must provide dynamic and scalable services that
not only deploy easily, but also allow firms to add functionality
as the enterprise requires it. IT managers, for their part, have
an obligation to decrease the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)
and increase Return on Investment (ROI), while still meeting the
functional challenges of the data center.

In seeking to meet these sometimes conflicting needs, technical
managers consistently work to boost services by adding various
application acceleration and bandwidth optimization devices to
the network. These network devices enhance the responsiveness
of IP-based applications critical to an organization.

Network Solutions Trends
Some of the network solutions that currently perform the
function of enhancing an existing network infrastructure include
Application Control Engines (ACEs) and Wide Area Application
Services (WAAS).
Businesses have also begun converging physical security and
networking functions into a single robust and easily managed
solution. These initiatives, necessary to decrease TCO, nevertheless
add to the complexity of the traditional IP network. Two other
initiatives, virtualization and server consolidation, have similarly
increased the importance of the network.
The proliferation of continuity-of-operations solutions has resulted
in a strong need for redundancy in the form of network-based
storage. Organizations need network storage devices that provide
a scalable solution independent of traditional distance constraints.
Many server managers have thus leveraged their existing server
resources through virtualization, using the network to distribute
applications over a larger IT landscape. This added functionality
requires network solutions that are highly integrated, scalable,
robust and easily managed.
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In order to simplify management and ensure that no single
solution operates without oversight, it has become necessary
to provide unification via an overarching management tool.
Organizations now regularly depend upon such network
management solutions to identify outages and other network
problems proactively rather than reactively.

Unified Communications Trends
Having laid network foundations with local area and wide area
solutions, application functionality and productivity for the staff
becomes a primary concern. With Unified Communications
(UC), IT departments can offer streamlined communication
solutions and advanced productivity applications throughout the
network environment.
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Mobility solutions further extend the capabilities of the
communications network beyond the confines of the
organizational environment. Regardless of location, mobility can
provide presence and voice communications via smartphone
technology as if a coworker were physically within the “brick and
mortar” office.
Video communications and desktop collaboration have emerged
as two of the most recent UC solutions. Both provide tremendous
benefits. Eighty to 90 percent of human communication is based
in visual queuing. So video serves as a logical extension of the UC
network.

Because of the facets it incorporates and combines, UC
is a powerful and complete communications medium for
organizations. It has unquestionably changed, for instance, the
way organizations address all facets of connecting with work staff.

Whether video communications are accomplished point-to-point
via desktop integration or by means of a full-scale telepresence
solution, they allow coworkers to utilize the most effective mode
of communication possible.

Whether sitting at a desk, residing at a branch office, working
from home or connecting via cell phone, a staffer must have
access to the same services and level of functionality. Today’s
combined advances in networking and UC allow the IT staff to
permit exactly such a scenario.

Add the functionality of desktop collaboration — the ability to
share documents, presentations and any stored media — and
UC becomes not only thoroughly versatile, but increasingly
indispensable in today’s communication environment.

Advanced UC applications, for example, allow end users to see in
real time the status and availability of other coworkers, including
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preferred methods of contact. With this level of insight, coworkers
can quickly determine which fellow coworkers are accessible and
in what capacity.

888.667.4239

With the right network infrastructure, the power that UC offers, as
well as the newest network solutions, can propel an organization
much more easily and efficiently toward its important goals. ◊

Networking and Unified Communications:

The Data Center
CHAPTER 2:
Return of the Consolidated Data Center
Cloud Computing
Consolidation Benefits
Resilient Networks

In the 1980s, a paradigm shift in data center design occurred
with the separation of applications and data between individual
servers and desktops. This trend led away from the traditional
“mainframe” data center to a proliferation of hundreds, even
thousands, of servers. Each of these servers usually hosted
individual applications and some level of local storage.
In addition, a need arose to host applications and storage at
remote offices because of slow bandwidth from the home office.
This paradigm led to a strong degree of duplication. The increasing
complexity that resulted required an infrastructure equal to the
task of supporting it.
It’s no wonder IT staff and management software became
infrastructure priorities. In particular, power and cooling for all the
servers and desktops became critical, along with a large network
to tie everything together.

Return of the Consolidated
Data Center
More recently, another paradigm shift has begun. Bandwidth
and energy cost increases, coupled with increasingly complex IT
environments, have led many organizations to consolidate their
infrastructure by removing applications and data from remote
offices and staff PCs and placing it all into a centralized data
center.
Consolidating individually siloed applications and their related
storage has become another consolidation strategy.
As more and more businesses shift to a consolidated data center,

it’s important to keep in mind that the network of today must
function as more than simple plumbing. It takes a highly skilled
network architect to design the type of complex networks needed
for a consolidated data center, and a seasoned systems engineer
to implement them.
And with the onset of Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP),
videoconferencing and streaming media, the network has
become even more critical to operations than ever before.
Recommendations have thus become extremely valuable
concerning the design and implementation of a complex and
highly resilient network. As we will see, companies need to put
a great deal of planning and thought into any consolidation
activities.

Cloud Computing
Ultimately, many IT departments now aim to achieve a “cloud
computing” environment, with applications essentially “removed”
from the hardware, allowing for more efficiency, easier
management, better resiliency and lower overall IT costs.
Cloud computing involves separating the data center into an
application cloud, a hardware cloud and a compute cloud for
High-Performance Computing and Communications (HPCC)
environments. Rather than tying specific applications to hardware
(such as servers, network ports, etc.), the applications can be
separated and managed as independent clouds.
As a result of this independence, the applications can move
from server to server, or even data center to data center, without
performance degradation or data loss. Hosting applications that
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formerly resided on individual desktops further enables users to
access necessary applications from anywhere.

a substantial driver, since virtualized servers reside on the Storage
Area Network (SAN).

For a long time cloud computing involved substantial testing,
since applications needed to allow for “one-to-many” sharing.
This sharing was accomplished via terminal services, which not all
applications would support. Today, however, many more options
exist for hosting shared applications, including, but not limited to,
application virtualization, desktop virtualization and blade PCs.

Until recently, this fact had little impact on the Ethernet network.
Now, however, a convergence of technologies has begun.

Businesses can gain numerous benefits from a shared application
cloud. Disaster recovery, in particular, is an area that can benefit
from this arrangement. For example, if the staff of a firm can’t get
to the office because of a disaster, remote access to centralized
applications allows users to securely obtain what they need from
the safety of a home computer or other remote device or location.

Consolidation Benefits
Consolidating the data center allows organizations to provide
powerful rich applications, to simplify management, to build in
strong redundancy and to strengthen security. And consolidation
technologies facilitate a more efficient use of IT resources:
• S erver and application virtualization: This technology
enables a company to take multiple physical servers, typically
underutilized, and consolidate them onto a smaller number of
physical servers.
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• Blade server consolidation: This approach fits your servers
compactly into a smaller rack space while saving on cabling,
power and cooling costs.
• Application centralization/optimization: This technology
permits a firm to migrate its remote office applications and data
into the data center, while allowing fast and efficient access out
to remote workers.
By centralizing remote office servers, virtualizing underutilized
servers onto fewer physical ones and shrinking those physical
servers down into blades, an organization can create an
environment that proves far easier to manage, protect and secure.
However, moving in this direction can have a tremendous impact
on a network, and such a project demands preparation.
Higher server or Network Interface Card (NIC) density per rack will
require the use of faster switches. Furthermore, server portability
(defined as the movement of a virtual server from one physical
host to another) requires a properly designed resilient network.

Storage Consolidation
Today, storage consolidation often goes hand-in-hand with server
consolidation. Not only are organizations centralizing their
ever-growing storage resources, but virtualization has also become
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For years, storage connectivity was either direct-attached via Small
Computer System Interface (SCSI) or by means of a separate Fibre
Channel (FC) network. Because of the cost of FC networks, many
organizations have embraced iSCSI as an alternative connectivity
method. This method encapsulates block-level SCSI traffic in IP
packets for transmission across the network.
An even newer technology is Fibre Channel over Ethernet (FCoE).
This protocol transmits the highly resilient and efficient FC
protocol over a standard Ethernet network and allows for the
use of existing FC storage arrays. This convergence puts even
more demand on the network, as it requires low latency, high
throughput and built-in resiliency.

Resilient Networks
A network’s primary purpose is to support the organization’s
functions. So when designing a resilient network, one must
first determine the requirements to support those functions and
develop a network strategy accordingly.
Upper level management and the various departments of the
enterprise can help substantially in establishing operations
requirements. In most organizations, an IT governance committee
consisting of upper-level management helps establish the
operations requirements of the network.

Network Assessment
Upon establishment of the requirements and development of a
network strategy, the planning phase can begin. Planning includes
performing an accurate assessment of the current environment
and a gap analysis to determine if the existing infrastructure, sites
and production environment can scale to include a new,
resilient infrastructure.
The assessment should take into consideration the following:
• Current applications and data on the network, such as VoIP,
e-mail, Structured Query Language (SQL), Common Internet File
System (CIFS), Internet and video-on-demand
• Current network topology, including, but not limited to: network
devices, physical and logical links, external connections,
frame types, routed and routing protocols, application specific
protocols and IP addressing schemes
• Traffic and network utilization analysis
Many tools exist to facilitate network assessment. These tools

range from basic device information output tools, that display the
network device utilization, to third-party tools.
For example, within Cisco devices, one can view interface
statistics, CPU and memory utilization, NetFlow and application
flows using Network Based Application Recognition (NBAR).
Third-party tools that monitor networks, sniffers and Simple
Network Management Protocol (SNMP) tools can also be used.

Designing the Network
Actual design of the network is the third step in building a resilient
network. The network design must incorporate all gathered
information concerning operations and technical requirements.
It must also include specifications for availability, reliability,
security, scalability and performance.
Network engineers commonly recommend designing a resilient
network in modules. Modules allow a business to provide the
highest degree of resiliency by segmenting traffic and preventing a
single point of failure.
For example, in the diagram below, the corporate network consists
of access, distribution and core modules. The access module
provides Layer 2 connectivity to workstations and end users. It
connects through redundant links to the distribution module.
The distribution module provides routing between users in the

access module and other advanced features such as Quality of
Service (QoS), gateway redundancy and other security features.
The distribution module connects to the core module utilizing
multiple high-speed Layer 3 links in order to take advantage
of high convergence of advanced routing protocols. The core
module provides high-speed switching to other modules in the
infrastructure.

Resiliency at Layer 2 and Layer 3
In designing resilient networks, it is crucial to eliminate single
points of failure. This effort includes having redundant links to
critical servers and network devices. However, redundant links can
create problems.
For instance, in Layer 2 switched environments, redundant links
can cause switches to flood packets throughout the network,
effectively halting the switching of production traffic.
Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) is a Layer 2 protocol designed to
prevent such flooding by placing one of the redundant links in a
blocking state. Although STP prevents Layer 2 loops, it is slow to
converge. STP improvements (such as Rapid STP) help decrease
the convergence time.
At Layer 3, advanced routing protocols enable the highest level
of network resilience when utilizing redundant links. Not only
can advanced protocols load-balance traffic over redundant links,
they can converge in a matter of seconds
in the event of a primary link failure.
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Aggregate redundant links at Layers 2
and 3 are a common best practice to
increase resiliency. Technologies, such
as EtherChannel, combine switched
or routed links into one logical link,
effectively doubling the bandwidth on the
link and minimizing convergence. Since
the switch or router sees aggregated links
as a single link, traffic continues to flow
through the other links if one of the
links fails. ◊
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get your questions

answered here.

The role of Unified Communications is to connect people to people, allowing them to perform
critical tasks and make valuable contributions in the fastest, richest way possible. If you’re
looking to implement a successful Unified Communications plan, you need resources and
knowledge that will help you develop a sound strategy. A strategy that goes beyond technology
and devices. A strategy that will enhance business processes and elevate customer service.
You’ll get the tools and resources you need to do just that at the CDW Solutions Center.
When you visit the CDW Solutions Center, you can also take advantage of expert advice from
our telephony, server, storage and security specialists — who will ensure that you
get the answers you need and the technology that’s right for your business.
And don’t forget to visit our online resource center, where you’ll find our most popular articles,
case studies, white papers, webinars, podcasts, reference guides and online tools — created by
experts — into an accessible library that’s available anytime.

From Unified Communications to data center optimization,
security and more, visit CDW.com/solutions

Networking and Unified Communications:
Application Optimization Services
CHAPTER 3:
Fine-tuning Application Functionality
The Benefits of Application Optimization
The Next Generation

Application optimization services are one of the fastest growing
network solutions in today’s data center. The primary benefits
of these technologies are that they accelerate applications and
decrease their response times.
They also provide additional security features for the applications
and enhance their availability for users. As applications become
more critical to a business, the ability of those applications to
function efficiently has likewise become increasingly important.

Fine-tuning Application Functionality
Application optimization aims to increase the response time
of operations applications over Wide Area Network (WAN)
connections. Typical data networks carry a variety of traffic types
that possess different priority levels and functions. Network
managers are always looking for ways to increase response
times for the more critical applications without expending a large
amount of capital toward bandwidth.
Companies also look for ways to decrease latency while moving
to a more centrally managed system. However, Internet traffic is
increasing at an exponential level. Web servers increasingly serve
more and more web pages to end users, resulting in an alarming
increase in response times. Increased response times result in
servers becoming overutilized.
Consequently, networks are increasingly attempting to offload
CPU-intensive web services, such as Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), to
network devices in order to use processors as minimally
as possible.
In a 2007 study titled “Magic Quadrant for WAN Optimization
Controllers,” the research firm Gartner cited the following reasons
that cause increased response times for organizations on their
critical applications:

• Traffic that isn’t time sensitive, such as e-mail, backups and
personal web access, can swamp WAN links, leading to slow
response times for operation-critical applications.
• Global centralization of branch office servers and data centers
can expose latency-sensitive protocols, also leading to slow
response times.
• File transfers, operating system patch distribution and similar
applications (such as the delivery of training videos) can quickly
saturate WANs.
• Repeated transmission of the same or similar files, objects or
data patterns can create opportunities for data compression.

Future Developments
The consumer market has driven much of the development of
application optimization technology. There has been a growing
demand for integrated solutions that offer a wide array of
functionality. Manufacturers have responded by providing
redundant and highly complex application optimization solutions.
Future developments will likely include application optimization
products that provide generic traffic control such has Hypertext
Transfer Protocol (HTTP), Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), File
Transfer Protocol (FTP), etc. Another area ripe for development
is application optimization solutions that provide traffic-shaping
functionality for unique applications and vertical markets.

The Benefits of Application
Optimization
Businesses currently deploy application optimization solutions
in the data center and branch offices for numerous reasons,
including faster deployment of applications. IT departments can
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dynamically respond to changing operations demands by rapidly
provisioning network infrastructure. This helps bring applications
into production in a more timely and cost-effective manner. Some
of the benefits include:

closer look at are Application Control Engines (ACEs) and Cisco’s
Wide Area Application Services (WAAS).

•B
 etter return on investment, greater efficiency and utilization:
Companies can reduce those costs associated with scaling
server farms and centralized applications by optimizing the use
of existing server resources and offloading nonessential server
functions to the network.

ACE devices represent the next generation of application
networking. They maximize throughput, acceleration, availability
and security for critical operations applications. Traditional
networks have leveraged the network layer to provide redundancy,
load-balancing and security functions for such applications.

• Increased staff and end-user satisfaction: Improved application
response times result in higher staff and end-user satisfaction,
increased productivity and greater operations efficiency for the
organization.

The traditional Layer 3 provided sufficient functionality for this
purpose until user traffic started to surpass network capacity.
Businesses had to deal with serving increased web traffic without
sufficient capital expenditures. The need for efficient use of
existing network resources became apparent. Organizations
began to demand products that would provide network-based
applications with flexibility, scalability and redundancy.

Application Control Engine (ACE)

•C
 onsolidation of branch-office servers: Large numbers of file
and print servers and storage devices in branch offices represent
both significant operating expenses and data protection risks.
Branch office consolidation creates initiatives to move branch
servers to data centers.
Also important to consider is the recent rise in application-based
attacks, which most traditional firewalls do not repel effectively,
if at all. With application optimization, however, such threats are
addressed not just at the network layer, but at the application
layer, better protecting the integrity of an organization’s systems.
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IT decision-makers face the challenge of providing reliable and
acceptable applications and service to users while responding
to consolidation, budget constraints and regulatory compliance.
This is no easy feat. But
application optimization
provides a way to satisfy all
of these demands.

A couple of newer
application optimization
services that IT
departments should take a

10
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• Accelerate application response times
• Protect applications at Layer 7
• Provide redundancy for network applications
• Permit more efficient use of existing data-center resources

The Next Generation

Application optimization
offers a portfolio of
application networking
products and technologies
that enable organizations
to deliver end-to-end
operations processes across
their entire infrastructures
and to all users everywhere,
while optimizing the
resources needed to
accomplish this task.

ACE modules offer exactly what organizations are looking for;
they allow companies to accomplish primary IT objectives for the
delivery of applications. And they allow organizations to:

The following diagram illustrates how a potential ACE deployment
would look in a production environment.
ACE modules deliver a broad set of features, providing

Applications
Applications

ACE Deployment

ACE Application
Switch Module
in Switches

Home Office
ACE Application
Switch Appliance
Remote Office

Applications
Internet

Remote User

ACE Global Site Selector
with Full DNS

ACE XML Gateway

Applications

functionality from Layer 3 to Layer 7. The capabilities of a
traditional network cannot extend beyond Layer 4, restricting
control over certain features inherent in network applications. ACE
devices can provide control at Layer 7, making them more relevant
to the applications they support.

• Failover
• Network Address Translation (NAT)/Port Address
Translation (PAT)
• SSL acceleration

For example, ACE devices improve application efficiency through
traffic management and the ability to offload CPU-intensive
functions such as SSL encryption, HTTP compression and userbased management. The ACE modules can take highly intensive
tasks, such as encrypting and decrypting SSL sessions, and
move them to a hardware-based Acoustic Sensor Control and
Integration System (ASCIS) or microprocessors.

• Caching

They also provide a last line of defense for network applications. In
traditional networks, firewalls were the only defense mechanisms
that applications had for protecting data. ACE devices have the
ability to perform deep packet inspection and can block common
network-based attacks. An integrated firewall in the ACE device
provides protection above and beyond that offered by traditional
host-based and network-based firewalls.

Wide Area Application Services (WAAS) is an application
optimization product introduced by Cisco to accelerate
performance over a WAN. It can deliver video to branch locations
and provides local hosting services for satellite offices. The Cisco
WAAS solution allows organizations to centralize applications
and storage in the main data center while maintaining LAN-like
response times.

• Virtualized services
• Application management services
• Asymmetric routing

Cisco WAAS

The ACE market is growing fast and has recently become more
competitive. Some of the top manufacturers are: Cisco, Citrix,
F5 and Riverbed. Each manufacturer utilizes its own proprietary
algorithm to provide the application optimization services. In
general, however, they all provide the following services:

Utilizing WAAS, organizations can perform the following tasks:
• Application acceleration
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• Data consolidation

• Server load-balancing

• Data protection

• Protocol differentiation services

• Minimization of bandwidth utilization

• HTTP header manipulation

• Management of application deployment ◊

Cisco WAAS Deployment
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or Data Center
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Networking and Unified Communications:

Unified Communications
CHAPTER 4:
Centralizing UC
Advanced Applications
Unified Contact Center
Unified Video

Unified communications (UC), formerly known as IP telephony,
has made significant advances in the past few years and has
started to fulfill its initial promise of a seamless user experience
regardless of location. Still, managing communications continues
to be challenging for businesses as they navigate this continued
expansion in communication technologies.

office was quite expensive. But today, these services can be
delivered, secured and managed from a central site far more
cost effectively. With a centralized solution, an organization
can also add many more advanced applications to the network
such as Presence, instant messaging, desktop collaboration and
emergency notification.

These technologies now expand further than ever from the user’s
desk and include such devices as the standard office telephone,
mobile phones, PDAs, notebook computers, e-mail and, finally,
video solutions. Integrating all of these disparate technologies has
become increasingly essential, and unified communications
is the answer.

Moreover, with the advances in video conferencing from the
desktop, web conferencing and desktop collaboration, companies
have the ability to place workers anywhere within the organization
regardless of job function.

Centralizing UC
By bringing UC solutions to a centralized and secure environment,
firms can apply rapid changes to the entire organization as well
as provide enhanced security and management. For example,
imagine an organization that has 1,200 workers in 10 offices
around the country. Some of these offices range from very small
10-person sites to medium-sized 100-person sites.
They all need access to the same services. These services could be
unified messaging (delivery of voicemail to e-mail), 5-digit dialing
across the organization, mobility and extension of services to
off-network devices such as cell phones. Via UC technology, the
firm can scale an entire solution to provide the right services to the
right people, regardless of office size.
Until recently, putting a fully unified solution into a 10-person

Staffers need to count on the delivery of communication services
regardless of location inside or outside the firm. While UC brings
together a host of formerly stand-alone technologies, it actually
allows organizations to deliver consistent and tailored access to
users based on the unique requirements and circumstances of
those users.
In a recent 2008 survey of CIO’s conducted by IDG Research, some
consistent responses arose as to why a business would make the
move to unified communications. Some of the top reasons are:
• Reduction in operational costs
• Greater security in network access
• Ability to streamline and optimize operations processes
• Increased flexibility in infrastructure
• Consolidation of infrastructure
• Simpler maintenance

CDW.com/networking-ucguide
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Advanced Applications
Advanced applications are the next wave of solutions to roll out
to the unified communications world. When organizations start
to examine the potential benefits of a UC solution, Presence is
generally at the forefront of the discussions.

Presence
Simply put, Unified Presence is a standards-based platform that
collects information from multiple sources about user availability
and communications capabilities. The information is used to
provide rich Presence status and facilitate Presence-enabled
communications. This scalable and easy-to-manage solution can
help workers:
• Increase productivity: Connect with colleagues on the first try
by knowing their availability in advance
• Enhance collaboration: Share availability information and
instant messages with coworkers within the business or
between agencies
• S treamline communications: View telephony status of
coworkers from a variety of applications, such as Cisco Unified
Personal Communicator, IBM Lotus Sametime or Microsoft
Office Communicator, and simply click to call them
• Leverage Presence-enabled operations applications:
Expose Presence information and user communication
capabilities in web directories, as well as other applications
and management systems

CH
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Cisco Unified Personal
Communicator Window

• Improve first-call resolution and end-user satisfaction:
Allow individuals anywhere in the organization to handle
incoming calls pertinent to their expertise
Presence applications allow work staff to see the availability of
others in the UC network instantly. Recent research indicates
a reduction in staffer “wasted time” of up to 34 percent by
simply being able to view the availability status and the preferred
communication methods of coworkers.

Instant Messaging
The image below is an example of an application that not only
provides Presence capabilities, but also extends instant messaging
(IM) solutions. IM creates the possibility of real-time, text-based
communication between two or more participants over the
Internet or some form of internal network or intranet.
It is important to understand that what separates IM from
technologies such as e-mail is the perceived synchronicity of user
communication. Though it is beyond the scope of this guide,
many IM services have additional features: immediate receipt of
acknowledgment or reply, group chatting, conversation logging
and file transfer, and conference services such as voice and video.
Many organizations will allow for the “federation” of IM solutions.
Federation allows users outside of the IM solution to be added to
a user’s IM contact list. This capability has proven quite valuable
for organizations that need to maintain effective communications
between departments, outside agents or representatives
and others.

Mobility
Today’s work environments have become increasingly mobile.
The ability to connect to the right person depends not only on
being able to view their availability, but also discerning what
device to use in reaching them.
By extending the UC network outward to devices outside the
formal network (such as mobile phones, home-office phones
or two-way devices), users can establish connectivity methods
based on personal convenience and preference.

Single Number Reach and Single VoiceMail
Unified communications users now have the ability to consolidate
all calls with a single IP phone number and immediately connect
from wherever they are working. An organization can provide
even more responsive service with no additional effort. For mobile
workers, Unified Mobility (UM) also reduces the burden of having
to share private mobile phone numbers.
Mobile workers can also manage all voicemail using a single voice
mailbox. If a mobile call cannot be answered, UM will store the
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unanswered call in the centralized UC voice messaging system or
other organizational voicemail system.
Additionally, a user answering a call on a mobile device can
seamlessly move the call to a physical desk phone upon physically
entering the office. A call started on a physical desk phone can
equally be moved to a mobile device. This advance eliminates the
need to hang up and redial a party or conference call already
in session.

Mobile Voice Access
Extending the organization’s voice system for traveling staff has
also become significantly enhanced in today’s UC world. UM
technology makes all major IP communications features available
to traveling workers.
For example, a mobile staffer who needs to call one of the
organization’s offices while traveling can use a mobile voice access
line to place the call as if from the firm’s home office. Dialing such
a line from the mobile phone places the call on the organization’s
IP communications network over a tie line. The connection is
completed, and telecom costs are minimized.

Collaboration
Regardless of user location, unified communications can connect
people via voice and video services. This kind of collaboration
further enhances the value of UC by coupling these services with
the capacity for mutual engagement on critical documents in a
real-time format.
Whether one-on-one or in a conference call setting, collaboration
permits the sharing of specific documents, computer desktops and
applications. Some benefits of collaboration include:
• Encouraging innovation in operations processes
• Increasing efficiency and minimizing wasted time
• Making projects and resources available to multiple participants
• E liminating the need to pass a project back and forth between
multiple stakeholders
• Maximizing working relationships with coworkers, departments
and outside agents

Unified Contact Center
A Unified Contact Center (UCC) extends the ability of a base
UC solution into a true multifunctional contact center for either
internal or external callers. UCCs make use of the unified
communications infrastructure to deliver skills-based contact
routing, voice self-service, Computer Telephony Integration (CTI)
and multichannel contact management.

By combining multichannel Automatic Call Distributor (ACD)
functions with IP telephony in a unified solution, a UCC helps
an organization rapidly deploy a distributed VoIP contact center
infrastructure.
UCC segments callers, monitors resource availability and delivers
each contact to the most appropriate resource in the company.
The software profiles each caller contact using related data such
as dialed number and calling-line ID, caller-entered digits,
web-form submitted data and caller database information.
Simultaneously, the system monitors the resources available
in the contact center to meet caller needs, including staff skills
and availability, Interactive Voice Response (IVR) status and
queue lengths.
This combination of caller and contact center data is processed
through user-defined routing scripts that graphically reflect an
organization’s operations rules. This processing enables the routing
of each contact to the right place. Regardless of staff location, the
system delivers a rich set of call-event and end-user-provided data
to the targeted desktop as a contact arrives, personalizing service
and increasing efficiency.
A centralized UC environment significantly enhances these
solutions by allowing staffers to reside anywhere in the network.
Staff, for example, do not have to remain in a physical call center
location, but can function as a home-based agent securely
connected to the company’s voice environment.
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UCC Routing
The routing functions of a UCC provide further intelligent
distribution of contacts as they enter the organization’s network,
enhancing caller experience. When a contact requires redirection,
the UCC applies operations logic, sending the contact to the best
available organizational resource.
For contacts flowing between sites or among staff members, skill
groups or IVRs, the routing optimizes each caller’s interaction by
retaining collected data, thereby eliminating the need for the caller
to restate information.
Unified Contact Centers extend the sources of data available
for making contact routing decisions and for populating staff
desktop applications. For instance, the logic in the UCC can
perform a lookup in the caller database during routing in order to
guide its decisions. You can also use information from Customer
Relationship Management (CRM) applications to match callers
with staff and expand the data available to screen
pop applications.
With a UCC, end users can access the call center from a variety
of communications methods. Traditionally, dialing into an 800
number was the only way to reach staff for communications, but
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multichannel support for unified centers can extend a user’s reach
beyond traditional voice to include direct web chat, e-mail and
click-to-contact options.
In each of these cases, the complete end-user detail can still be
provided to the staffer accepting the communication, regardless
of the method of connection.

Unified Video
No discussion of UC would be complete without a review of the
most significant advances in the technology. The ability to extend
video services and collaboration to all users in the sessions,
no matter what the connectivity method, continues to expand
communications options.
The vast majority of all human communication is visual by nature.
People regularly observe and assess subtle nonverbal queues from
others in conversations. Video communications has, up to now,
proven a somewhat daunting solution to deploy successfully and
effectively in large numbers. However, UC now embraces all facets
of communications. Video has become the next logical step for an
organization to include.
Current videoconferencing technology has improved the user
experience so that it is now a viable mode of communication
internally among staff and externally with other departments and
end users. The seamless blending of high-quality audio and video
provides advantages to users on both sides of a virtual meeting, as
all are privy to the nonverbal cues that further contextualize and
inform dialogue.
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There are several additional benefits to be gained from extending
video communications out across the enterprise.
Extension of UC platform: To maximize effectiveness,
use of UC solutions should not stop at traditional forms of
communication such as e-mail and phone. Video telephony
conferencing can become a further practical enrichment of
user experience at the desktop via a unified software client.
Videoconferencing becomes as simple as a phone call.
Organizations should examine which videophone systems are
already compatible with their UC solutions.
Increased workgroup collaboration: Video maximizes
scheduling time during the workday by eliminating travel times
between locations and incorporating access to operations-critical
information and applications from the desktop.
Over the past year, manufacturers have rolled out UC solutions
that integrated formerly standalone communication methods
such as voice and video. This integration has provided streamlining
and optimization across the organization via both desktop and
mobile devices.
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Businesses that incorporate video telephony into their UC
architectures enable meeting or project participants to minimize
delays that arise from participant handoffs. With video,
information is more easily shared among team members.
Access for remote workers and teleworkers:
Traveling and remote users often find it difficult to feel connected
to colleagues. Video gives these staffers a far more palpable
means of maintaining viable, productive relationships than
audio-only teleconferencing. It gives them much the same
advantages of actual presence in a meeting and thereby
encourages their full engagement.
Reduction of travel expenses and carbon footprint:
Continued increases in gas and oil prices have made air travel
prohibitive for many travelers. Even ground travel can now prove
unreasonably expensive. Companies and their work staff have
begun to seek more cost-effective ways of meeting.
In conjunction with financial initiatives to limit travel increase,
many organizations are taking on a social responsibility to
decrease their carbon footprints. Videophone conferencing can
support the dual benefit of travel savings and green IT compliance.

Advanced Video Options
Deploying video communications within a UC solution has now
become as simple as implementing traditional voice solutions.
With the addition of video-capable phones or desktop cameras,
the UC control mechanism can establish a video call automatically
if both parties have the capability for such service.
Along with desktop video conferencing, organizations can
acquire significantly extended methods of video communications
via TelePresence solutions. Offering a fully immersive video
conferencing experience, TelePresence creates an innovative
“in-person” meeting experience over the converged network that
allows users to feel as though they are in the same room with
other participants.
It delivers real-time, face-to-face interactions using advanced
visual, audio and collaboration technologies. These technologies
transmit life-size, high-definition images and spatial discrete audio,
maximizing the ability, for example, to discern facial expressions
for crucial discussions and negotiations across the “virtual table.”
With actual face-to-face meetings becoming more difficult, this
technology offers the closest thing to it. ◊

Networking and Unified Communications:

Security
CHAPTER 5:
VPN Varieties
Virus and Worm Protection
Firewalls
Intrusion Prevention Systems
The Evolving Perimeter

The ubiquity and low cost of Internet access makes it an ideal
medium for establishing connectivity between work staff and the
network, as well as organizations and their branch offices.
But the Internet also creates all sorts of difficulties for securing a
firm’s network.
One of the most popular approaches to securing communications
is a Virtual Private Network (VPN). VPNs provide a secure, private
network connection. When a VPN is created over a public medium
such as the Internet, the connection is encrypted to ensure privacy.

VPN VARIETIES
There are different variations on the VPN. Internet Protocol
Security (IPsec)-based, site-to-site VPNs connect remote sites.
Smaller deployments of site-to-site VPNs may terminate at a
firewall or dedicated VPN concentrator.
However, at the enterprise level, site-to-site VPN deployments
are usually set up router-to-router. Such router-to-router VPN
implementations use technologies such as Dynamic Multipoint
VPN (DMVPN) or Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE) tunneling.
These technologies allow for better scalability, support multicast
and provide redundancy via the use of routing protocols.
A remote access VPN, on the other hand, connects a PC to a
remote network. Historically, remote access VPNs have used the
IPsec suite of protocols and have, therefore, required dedicated
client software on the PC. IPsec and Internet key exchange (IKE)

are both purpose-built security protocols focused on secure key
exchange and encrypted confidential communications.

VPN STRATEGIES
Recently, many organizations have started to readdress their
remote-access strategy. Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) VPNs have
gained widespread acceptance and have slowly begun displacing
IPsec as the remote access technology of choice.
SSL generically refers to all common protocols for encrypting
websites, including SSL version 3 and Transport Layer Security
(TLS). SSLv3 and its successor, TLS, have the capacity to encrypt
not just web traffic but any traffic.
SSL VPN refers to two different types of remote access
experiences: A customized web portal that provides access to key
network services and applications, and a full-tunnel SSL client that
provides like-for-like replacement of the full-tunnel IPsec client. The
ability to accomplish remote access goals with the portal alone
obviates the need for a full-tunnel client.
SSL VPN has some significant advantages over IPsec VPN:
• It usually requires no new client for the portal experience, since
an existing browser will suffice.
• It works from any location with Internet access and eliminates
compatibility issues that IPsec has had with intermediary
firewalls and Network Address Translation (NAT) devices.
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• It eliminates operating system Transmission Control Protocol/
Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) stack adjustments made by
IPsec clients.
Concerning this last point, protocol overhead created by
IPsec lowers the packet size that can be sent inside the IPsec
wrapper, potentially making it necessary to adjust the Maximum
Transmission Unit (IP MTU). This adjustment can prove tiresome
to troubleshoot.

VIRUS AND WORM PROTECTION
Viruses and worms infect a host by exploiting the host’s
vulnerabilities. These vulnerabilities are found in software, and a
patch may or may not exist to secure them. Such malware can also
result from a staffer inadvertently launching a virus program.

THE EVOLUTION OF BOT NETWORKS
A BOT (short for robot) is a host infected by malicious software
(a virus or worm) that places it under the control of a remote
command-and-control server without the PC owner’s knowledge.
Typically, the malicious software installs as a kit on the infected
host. This kit often includes hacking utilities, a spam engine and a
means of communication back to the command server in order to
receive commands and new software.
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A BOT network can marshal tens of thousands of PCs under the
control of a single server. The STORM worm of 2007, for instance,
created a BOT network estimated at more than 2 million hosts.
The owner of a BOT network can then use the army of PCs to
launch attacks on a third-party website, send out spam or use the
BOT as a launching point for any customized attacks within the
network that the BOT resides.
The methods of virus/worm writers have undergone a sea
of change recently. Before, hackers built viruses, worms and
associated BOT networks to disrupt operations via denial of
service. Curiosity or fame served as the principal motivations
for them.
Today, the motivation has become almost exclusively financial.
Spam is a multibillion dollar business, and a real, liquid market
exists for stolen credit card numbers. These maturing markets have
driven innovations from the creators of BOT networks.
They now quietly build efficient, self-healing BOT networks that
evade detection by running on port 80 and rotating the commandand-control server via fast-flush Domain name System (DNS).
Expect the proliferation of BOT networks to increase and infection
techniques to evolve.
A variety of complementary security strategies should be used to
protect the enterprise against BOT-infected hosts:
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• Keep antivirus and patching up-to-date on endpoints.
• Install a Host-based Intrusion Prevention Solution (HIPS) on
endpoints. HIPS products protect a host based on behavior,
and will thus stop the unknown, or zero-day, attack.
• Watch traffic at egress. Solutions such as IronPort’s Web
Security Appliance watch all outbound traffic headed to hosts
with a poor reputation. Gaining visibility of such traffic will
indicate potential BOTs within the network.
• Log DNS requests. The audit trail of a DNS server can provide
valuable forensic evidence in the event of a security incident.
• Consider implementing web proxy and e-mail gateway services
that block spam and unwanted content by web reputation at the
network edge. The most common vectors for infection include
e-mail and web browsing.

FIREWALLS
The network firewall serves as the most basic level of defense in
the network. It provides a state-aware security barrier between
different network trust zones. Often, an enterprise deploys its first
firewall at the Internet edge and uses it to separate the internal
organization network (the trusted inside) from the Internet (the
untrusted outside).
The firewall advertises public-facing services, such as web, File
Transfer Protocol (FTP) and e-mail, to the Internet. However, it
places these services in a third security zone, a Demilitarized Zone
(DMZ). Additional security zones can be added as needed.
By default, the firewall allows network traffic to move from the
more trusted zone to the less trusted zone without restriction. It
also grants return traffic related to existing connections. However,
the firewall denies all other traffic from the less trusted zone to
the more trusted zone unless specifically permitted via an access
list. This capability provides a high level of protection up to the
network connection level.
From this core concept, firewall strategy has extended in two
directions: placement and functionality.

Firewall Placement
Because firewalls separate security zones that possess varying
levels of trust, it often makes sense to implement a firewall
wherever a differentiation of trust occurs. For example:
• Within the data center: Employ a highly available, highperformance firewall solution to separate key server segments
from production user traffic.
• At the Wide Area Network (WAN) edge or at the remote office:
Separate remote offices and the central site into separate zones.

• In manufacturing environments: Separate sensitive IP-enabled
production line equipment from PCs and notebooks found on
the office network.

INCREASED FIREWALL FUNCTIONALITY
Application-layer firewalls have the ability to look beyond the TCP
header and into the application protocol. This visibility allows the
firewall to sense protocol violations, attacks or negotiation to a
different port.
As one example, Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) will use its control
channel to negotiate subsequent ports for voice payload traffic.
Without visibility into the Layer 7 commands, the firewall would
block the subsequent data transfer. Additionally, an applicationlevel firewall can potentially block traffic that is using a well
known port for other purposes. An example of this activity would
be Skype’s use of the www port (port 80).
Web application firewalls will actually proxy HTTP and HTTPS
traffic, effectively brokering the connection. This “man-inthe-middle” approach allows the web application firewall
to comprehensively protect public-facing web servers. Web
application firewalls will protect against SQL-injection and crosssite scripting attacks. They also have the ability to whitelist and
blacklist the behavior of attached web clients.

Additional capabilities in newer firewalls include content
inspection, malware protection and even antispam protection.
Turning on additional services, however, may impact the
performance of the firewall.
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Finally, personal firewalls provide a base firewall capability at the
PC level. If the PC initiates the connection, the firewall permits
return traffic. It denies any other traffic, however, unless explicitly
permitted.
The traditional edge firewall is losing relevance as businesses
blend different security capabilities into a single platform that the
industry terms Unified Threat Management (UTM). In this context,
expect to see further capabilities added to the firewall platform
and a significant increase in the use of web application firewalls as
a response to the most prevalent current threats.

INTRUSION PREVENTION SYSTEM
Over time, Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) have given way to
Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPS). Rather than alerting security
administrators to potential security intrusions that have already
occurred, IPS can block security threats in real-time and reset
network connections as necessary.
Leading IPS systems have developed a few key features that
dramatically improve the value of the technology:
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• Inclusion of protocol engines to detect some of the more
common, sophisticated attacks based on protocol violations,
TCP replay and IP fragmentation

ways. Security based purely on strong edge protection — known
to security professionals as “hard crunchy shell, soft chewy center”
— is no longer sufficient.

• Contextualization of fired signatures that provides more value
to the event (such as: What is the value of the potential victim
host? How can one trust that the fired signature is a real security
threat? How severe is the attack if the fired signature denotes a
real threat?)

The following questions prove valuable in thinking through a
security strategy:

• Alerting on statistical network traffic anomalies
• Collaboration with security event management products to
collect and correlate security threats and actively alter IPS
behavior based on a changing network security posture
• Incorporation of IPS features into existing networking products
such as routers and firewalls, resulting in fewer appliances to
manage and more straightforward, high-availability designs
In the last few years, IPS has tipped into mainstream adoption.
Some of this momentum has developed from compliance
requirements such as the Payment Card Industry Data Security
Standard (PCI DSS). Intrusion prevention is typically deployed first
at the Internet edge, next at the data center and finally at the
WAN edge or remote office as necessary.
Consider the following when evaluating IPS systems for your
environment:
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• Take into account the performance implications to adding IPS as
a service or module on a firewall or router. Typically, the firewall
or router has a much higher throughput capacity than the IPS.
Will the IPS impact throughput meaningfully?
• Identify the current monitoring strategy. Some firms
automatically protect against the most severe threats and log
the remaining information without active monitoring — a
low-cost, administrative approach. To get a comprehensive
view of the network’s security posture, though, a security event
management technology is recommended.
• Ask the following questions: Where should I position the IPS?
Where are the threats? Where is my most sensitive data located?

THE EVOLVING PERIMETER
Traditional perimeter security measures do not provide adequate
protection in today’s computing environment, which includes
flash drives, Skype VoIP, instant messaging, IP-enabled phones,
notebooks connecting to diverse networks of varying quality, VPN
and web portals accessible from a foreign PC and guest/contractor
access to both internal-wired and wireless segments.
To address potential threats while providing access to the network
and its services, organizations need to think about security in new
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• Does an operational reason exist for allowing Skype and/or IM
clients? If not, a security policy could prohibit their use. Firewalls
and proxy-server technology at the network edge could stop
such traffic.
• Do we provide network services to guests and contractors?
Network access control (NAC) can allow a customization of
available network services based on the identity of the user and
the security posture of the connecting PC, thereby protecting the
production network while opening the door to foreign PCs.
• How do we protect the traveling notebook? In order to allow
users to safely connect to foreign networks, the endpoints
must have protections in place such as: host-based intrusion
prevention, personal firewall, antivirus and patches.
• How do we safeguard sensitive data? Classify your data into
tiers, then locate it. If the data is centralized, then firewalls,
intrusion prevention, strong access control and auditing serve
as relevant tools. If sensitive data is widely distributed, either
work to centralize it or look at Data Loss Prevention (DLP)
technologies.
• How do we ensure that highly sensitive data doesn’t leave the
organization? Different DLP technologies can prevent sensitive
information from exiting the organization via e-mail, web,
FTP and portable media. Some of these products work at the
endpoint by constraining user behavior. Others work at network
egress. Multiple layers of protection are preferable.
• How do we manage insecure user behavior? The best security
protections cannot defend against a user who inappropriately
shares valid login information.
Two principal approaches exist for counteracting this weakness.
Teaching users about secure computing practices, including
password protection, is an ongoing best practices campaign. Twofactor authentication, by contrast, combines a known password
with a physical key such as an RSA token. This one-time password
resists replay and provides very strong protection against the
threat of weak or shared passwords. ◊

Networking and Unified Communications:

Mobility
CHAPTER 6:
Centralized WLAN
WLAN Security Strategies
Successfully Deploying VoIP-over-wireless

The popularity of utilizing wireless (or Wi-Fi) networks for
delivering applications and services to mobile users within an
enterprise has continued to increase in recent years. This trend
is due largely to advancements made in wireless LAN security,
reliability and capability. Organizations now leverage the
investments they make in a quality wireless network to deliver
more services to their workforce than simple data connectivity.
Today’s Wi-Fi networks have the capability to provide services
such as VoIP applications, Real-Time Locating Systems (RTLS) and
robust wireless security features. Such services make staff more
efficient and protect the businesses at the same time.

CENTRALIZED WLAN
Increasing the number of applications that rely on the wireless
network likewise increases the firm’s dependency on it. To ease
the burden that this reliance may place on technical staff, most
organizations now choose to implement controller-based
wireless networks.

their attention elsewhere, knowing that the wireless network can
largely take care of itself.
These controller-based wireless networks, or unified wireless
networks as they are often referred to, offer many additional
benefits beyond centralized management. Because near-constant
communication occurs between the access points and the WLAN
controller, the controller will also have a view into the wireless
space around the entire organization.
Reports and alerts can be generated when threats such as rogue
access points or ad-hoc computer networks are present. If these
entities are deemed to be a threat to the organization, they can be
“contained,” thereby preventing insecure connections to the LAN
and protecting the organization. By providing such benefits,
a properly deployed wireless network can prove a powerful
security asset.

ASSET TRACKING

In contrast to the wireless networks of yesteryear, where each
access point operated independently and required individual
attention with every upgrade or configuration change, these
systems utilize a centralized Wireless Local Area Network
(WLAN) controller to provide a central repository for all software,
configurations and device settings.

RTLS is another popular service provided by unified wireless
networks. It uses access points to triangulate device locations.
Doing so makes it possible to see, in real time, the location of all
wireless assets within a given area. This information can include all
Wi-Fi enabled devices such as notebooks, barcode scanners, VoIP
phones or devices tagged with active Radio Frequency ID
(RFID) tags.

By automatically performing tasks, such as adjusting access point
transmission power settings and communication channels in order
to eliminate user connectivity problems, administrators can focus

An organization can attach active RFID tags to any non-Wi-Fi
enabled device to permit tracking. These devices can subsequently
be located in real time or tracked over time. This allows personnel
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to replay a device’s location history over a defined amount of
time. Alerts can even be generated based on a device’s location,
notifying staff if a device leaves the building or enters
a restricted area.

VoIP
VoIP has become the second most popular type of traffic utilizing
wireless networks today — second only to basic data connectivity
provided to staff and guest users. In recent years, with the
increasing popularity of VoIP telephony systems, many companies
have sought ways to provide voice services to their mobile users.
Utilizing the wireless network to achieve this goal has proven very
successful.
For example, users of wireless VoIP phones can roam throughout
a facility during the workday, while remaining accessible and
providing value to the organization and coworkers as they do so.
Such a strategy makes everyone more efficient.
With the recent introduction of dual-mode phones, the popularity
of deploying voice-over-wireless applications will only continue
to grow. These phones can operate over both cellular and Wi-Fi
networks. This fact allows users to consolidate their voice devices
and carry one phone for use both in the office and out.
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WLAN SECURITY STRATEGIES
Ensuring an organization’s security when implementing a wireless
network is a must. While a firm must consider several angles to
accomplish this goal, user security and network protection are two
of the most crucial.
Protecting wireless data stands as one of the most important
facets of wireless security. In order to protect wireless data, an
enterprise must choose the appropriate security mechanisms
to protect the traffic. In making this decision, it must carefully
consider two aspects of security: authentication and encryption.

AUTHENTICATION AND ENCRYPTION
Authentication is the process by which the network grants
access to a wireless user. It involves the passing of credentials
from the end-user device to the network. If the user provides the
appropriate credentials, the network grants it access. Failure to
pass the authentication process results in the network refusing the
end user the opportunity to establish a connection.
After a wireless device is connected to the WLAN and they begin
to pass traffic, encryption serves as the mechanism for hiding and
protecting traffic. It works by translating the traffic into a cipher
that only the intended recipient can decode.

When choosing the proper authentication and encryption
mechanisms to protect wireless users, IT administrators must first
identify all the device types that will utilize the WLAN. Identifying
the devices makes it possible to define the security capabilities of
each. Some devices support a wide variety of authentication and
encryption types; others support a much smaller set.
In addition to end-user capabilities, selecting the proper security
mechanisms also requires an evaluation of the levels of security
required by the organization, the sensitivity of the data and ease
of use for end users.
It may also require consideration of governing body regulations
such as the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA), the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI
DSS) or the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX).
Organization environments of all kinds should avoid using static
pass phrases or stored passwords. Taking advantage of a Remote
Authentication Dial-in User Service (RADIUS) server to dynamically
process authentication requests is wise and highly advised. Doing
so prevents unwanted devices from connecting and ensures that
only approved, valid devices attach to the WLAN.
RADIUS servers process authentication requests. They either
validate a user as authentic, subsequently granting access to
the network, or deny access because of a failed authentication
attempt. Often these servers can maintain separate user
databases for authentication purposes, or they can tap into
another existing user database, such as Microsoft Active Directory.

VLANS AND TUNNELING
Secure guest user access to the Internet is a common requirement
for today’s WLANs and can drastically increase productivity and
effectiveness. An organization can make such access secure by
logically separating the guest user traffic to a segmented Virtual
Local Area Network (VLAN) and controlling access via Access
Control Lists (ACLs).
Another increasingly popular method for providing secure guest
access involves implementing a guest anchor wireless LAN
controller. This strategy allows the organization to tunnel all guest
user traffic to a secure location, typically outside of the firewall.
Guest access web pages provided by these controllers also allow
the company to restrict access to the guest network by requiring
users to enter a set of credentials into the page prior to obtaining
Internet access.

constantly scanning for wireless threats that could potentially
compromise an organization’s security. These threats often include
rogue access points and ad-hoc network connection sharing.
When such threats are detected, administrators receive an alert,
allowing them to make an informed decision on how to eliminate
the risk. All firms should have a wireless threat policy that defines
protocol for eliminating threats once detected.
Implementing a WLAN with the capability to provide such services
now makes an organization far more secure. The constant
scanning these services provide, in fact, gives IT personnel a view
into the wireless world that few have had before.

SUCCESSFULLY DEPLOYING
VoIP-OVER-WIRELESS
In VoIP-over-wireless deployments, mobile devices connect
to a wireless network in order to carry voice communications.
Deployments of such technology have their own unique
requirements to make them successful.
This fact arises from the extremely time-sensitive nature of voice
communications, as well as the crucial need to roam throughout a
facility without losing connectivity. Despite these special demands,
mobile voice solutions provide many benefits to a business when
designed and implemented correctly.
To increase the odds of successfully deploying a wireless VoIP
solution, a company must first define the mobile devices to be
used. As noted earlier in relation to security, each device type has
its own characteristics and requirements and may need different
levels of coverage and signal quality in order to function properly.
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SITE SURVEY
After defining the devices and their individual requirements, a
site survey of the areas requiring wireless coverage becomes
indispensable. This process involves placing wireless signaling gear
in the area and using special software or equipment to gather
information about the site with regard to wireless networking.
It ensures proper quantity and strategic placement of access points
throughout the area in order to efficiently provide coverage. It also
verifies sufficient coverage overlap between access points so that
the users will have the ability to move freely through areas and
roam seamlessly between them.

WLAN SECURITY BENEFITS

Note that a site survey physically conducted on premises remains
the only reliable method for identifying the required number of
access points and their proper placement.

By leveraging the security tools built into today’s wireless
networks, a business has an effective means of monitoring and
preventing wireless threats. Access points can also act as sensors,

During the site survey process, it is important to take user and
device density into consideration. In areas where the potential
exists for a large number of users, add the appropriate number of
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access points to accommodate the traffic. Placing too many users
on one access point can degrade performance for everyone.

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
Following the site survey, design the wireless network to meet
organizational goals, taking into account the need for redundancy,
scalability and management. Choosing to use a wireless network
to provide voice almost always implies that the organization views
the WLAN as a mission-critical service. In that case, redundancy,
such as implementing redundant WLAN controllers,
becomes crucial.
It may also prove wise or necessary to provide redundant access
point coverage to essential areas. Deploying a scalable WLAN will
ensure a capacity for growth and adaptation to the evolving needs
of the business.
Choosing a wireless network with a robust management
solution will eliminate the need for frequent or lengthy human
interaction to keep things operating smoothly. Planning for these
requirements during the design phase prevents future issues
from arising.
Upon completion of design, physical installation begins. During
installation, it is imperative to monitor progress and make sure
that all aspects of the implementation occur according to plan.
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In particular, make sure that access points and antennas are
mounted in the correct locations and that the coverage is
propagating through the facility as anticipated. Vigilance at this
stage of the process will prevent user issues from arising after the
WLAN goes into production.
Adhering to proper procedures in discovery, planning and
execution will result in a robust WLAN capable of providing the
services and applications required by a mobile workforce. The
wireless network will become fully capable of supporting the
mobile voice needs of the organization.
The following additional recommendations will help to ensure a
successful wireless VoIP implementation:
• Implement end-to-end Quality of Service (QoS) to provide
priority to voice traffic on the network.
•U
 tilize 802.11a whenever possible, as it remains much less
susceptible to noise and interference issues that can occur when
using 802.11b/g.
• Install diversity or Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO)
antennas to combat issues arising from multipath distortion.
• S et the transmit power on the access points to a similar strength
as that used by the clients in order to prevent one-way
audio problems.
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• Provide coverage to all areas where a user may expect to use
a mobile phone, which may include stairwells, elevators and
maintenance zones.
• Identify potential sources of interference that could negatively
impact wireless LAN performance such as cordless (non-Wi-Fi)
phones, microwave ovens and neighboring wireless networks;
remove them or adjust accordingly.
• Inform users where they can and cannot expect to have service
if coverage by the wireless network will not exist throughout the
entire facility.
Finally, continually evaluate the coverage after implementation
of the wireless network. The wireless environment is constantly
evolving. Be sure to monitor it for any issues that could effect
user connectivity.
A range of tools exists to assist with this process. Some, such
as AirMagnet’s WiFi Analyzer and Survey products run on user
notebooks and can be used to diagnose potential issues, while
others are more automated, such as Cisco’s Wireless Control
System (WCS) software. ◊

Glossary

»»

This glossary serves as a quick reference to some
of the most essential terms touched on in this
guide. Please note that acronyms are commonly
used in the IT field and that variations exist.

Application control engine (ACE)
ACE is a controller platform that integrates application delivery
and security functions. ACE benefits include increased application
availability and scaled application performance — and it can be
helpful when facilitating data center consolidation.

Automatic call distributor (ACD)
ACD is a hardware and software system that routes incoming calls
to a specific group of phone terminals within an organization. Part
of the UCC, the ACD helps outside callers reach the right staffer
within the organization via caller profiling software and tracking of
internal staff availability.

Cloud computing
This term refers to a computing arrangement that emphasizes
the sharing of resources. Cloud computing separates the data
center into an application cloud, a hardware cloud and a
computing cloud. This allows applications to be separated from
specific hardware locations and allocated across the network as
needed, thus making for easier management, better resiliency and
lower costs.

Computer telephony integration (CTI)
A part of the UCC solution, CTI enables a computer to act as a call
center that can integrate computer and phone interactions. These
interactions can include voice, e-mail, web and fax data.

Dynamic multipoint virtual private
network (DMVPN)
DMVPN is a Cisco-based enhancement of the VPN configuration
that combines GRE tunneling, IPsec encryption and Next Hop
Resolution Protocol (NHRP). DMVPN benefits include lower
VPN security costs, simplified communication between branch
offices, reduced deployment complexity and increased
application resiliency.

EtherChannel
EtherChannel is a Cisco-based switch technology for port trunking.
EtherChannel brings together multiple physical Ethernet links to
fashion one logical Ethernet link that provides greater bandwidth
and minimizes convergence.

Fibre Channel over Ethernet (FCoE)
FCoE is a proposed standard engineered to enable Fibre Channel
to move over high-speed Ethernet networks. Facilitating FibreChannel traffic across existing Ethernet infrastructures can extend
the reach and capability of Storage Area Networks (SANs).

Host-based intrusion prevention
solution (HIPS)
A HIPS is a software-based solution that runs on a computer
and prevents unauthorized access to the machine. A HIPS
provides firewall and intrusion detection and prevention
capabilities, protecting against viruses and other common
software vulnerabilities.
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Interactive voice response (IVR)

TelePresence

IVR is a call center phone technology used to handle high call
volume. IVR allows computers to detect voice and touch tones and
then respond with prerecorded or dynamically generated audio
recordings to direct the caller on how to proceed.

This term refers to a set of technologies that allows users to feel
as if they are present at a remote location. This is done through
manipulating users’ senses with stimuli that give the feeling of
being in a different location. TelePresence also allows users to
affect the remote location by transmitting their movements,
actions, voice, etc.

NetFlow
NetFlow is a Cisco-based protocol that collects information on
network traffic including version number, sequence number,
input/output interface indices, timestamps on flow start/finish
times, number of bytes and packets, Layer 3 headers and
routing information.

Network Based Application
Recognition (NBAR)

GLossary

NBAR is a classification engine feature found in Cisco routers
and switches that recognizes a variety of applications, including
those that use dynamic TCP/UDP port assignments. Upon the
application being recognized and classified by NBAR, the network
arranges services for that application, emphasizing efficient use of
bandwidth and QoS.

Quality of service (QoS)
QoS refers to network mechanisms that assign different priorities
to different applications, users, or data flows, or that guarantee a
certain level of throughput to the data flow.

Remote authentication dial-in user
service (RADIUS)
RADIUS is a networking protocol used by many ISPs that provides
centralized access, authorization and accounting management for
users, allowing them to connect to and utilize a network-provided
resource.

Secure Sockets Layer virtual private
network (SSL VPN)
SSL VPN is a form of virtual private network that does not require
the installation of specialized software on end users’ computers
and typically runs on any PC with a browser.

Spanning tree protocol (STP)
STP is a Layer 2 protocol that provides path redundancy (while
avoiding loops) for any bridged LAN when the initial link fails.
Redundant links are provided via a tree that connects all of the
network’s switches.
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Transport layer security (TLS)
TLS is a cryptographic protocol (and successor to SSL) that provides
secure communication and data transfer over the Internet. TLS
guarantees endpoint authentication and communication privacy.

Unified contact center (UCC)
A multifunctional contact center available to both internal and
external callers, a UCC offers skills-based contact routing, voice
self-service, computer telephony integration and multichannel
contact management. It can segment callers, monitor resource
availability and deliver contacts to the most appropriate resource
in the organization.

Unified Mobility (UM)
A Cisco-based solution, UM allows users to redirect incoming IP
calls to up to four different designated devices, including user cell
phones and IP phones.

Unified Presence
A Cisco-based solution, Unified Presence is a platform that
collects information about internal user availability and
communications capabilities. This information provides Presence
status organization-wide and facilitates Presence-enabled
communications between an organization’s staff.

Virtual local area network (VLAN)
A VLAN is a logical local area network that extends beyond a
single, traditional LAN to a group of LAN segments. A VLAN acts
as if it were connected, even though it may actually be physically
located on different segments of a LAN.

Wide Area Application Services (WAAS)
A Cisco-based solution, WAAS is a comprehensive wide area
network optimization solution that accelerates applications,
eliminates data redundancy and optimizes transport flow.
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